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Ringbeam: BM 

Ridge end caps: SP 

Hip rafter and pressure plates: 

HI Ridge: RI (inc ridge cover and ridge cover end caps)
Intermediate Rafters: RA 

Ringbeam Cleat Screw 45mm 

Pressure Plate Screw 45mm 

Top and Bottom Hip Screw 25mm 

Hip End Cap Leg Screw 15mm 

(E) Transom Rafter Screws Bottom Fixing 4.5 x 50mm

BM2 



Kerb options for installation of 
VUFOLD Traditional Roof Lanterns 

OPTION A 

68mm Thickness x 150mm Height 

planed 4 sides softwood 

Ther"1nlly broken nlu"1iniu"1 rnfter.---� 

Roof Is fixed through ringbeo."1 
into the kerb upstnnd. ---------41-

Bedded In silicone senlnnt ----------

Kerb using Planed 4 sides 
softwood. For a neat finish 
use an Expamet Plasterboard Stop -.. ----
on top of the plasterboard. 

OPTION B 

Ther"1nlly broken o.lu"1iniu"' ro.fter. ---� 

68mm ➔ 

Roof Is fixed through ringbeo.r, 
into the kerb upstnnd. ---------ll--

Bedded In silicone senlo.nt -----�===11--i

Interno.l co.pping bonrd, --------::::j�:,__........:-1\aaa�

T·; 
150mm ·: 

t-----Kerb upsto.nd with weo.therprooflng. 
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n therproo f Me"1bro.ne on fin t roof, 

shown in red to be provided by flat roof installer. 

1-----Kerb upstnnd with weo. therprooflng. 
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hown in red to be provided by flat roof installer. 

Kerb using 150mm Height planed 4 sides 

softwood Kerb with thickness 

wider than 68mm to permit the 

use of internal capping over the plasterboard 

and kerb. 



RINGBEAM ASSEMBLY 

El 

Check that the kerb is square by measuring equal 

distances from corner to corner, (see Figure 1). 

Lift the ring beam onto the top of the kerbs. Make sure 

the ringbeam is sealed to the kerb base. 

Prior to inserting ringbeam taps, fix ringbeam onto kerb 

at approx 500mm centres, through the pre-drilled holes. 

Slide the ringbeam bracket into the channel on 

the adjoining ring beam and push together. Fix the 

ringbeam screws into predrilled holes. 

Lift the ringbeam flaps into place. Make sure the 

ring beam flap engages into the correct position. 



A-FRAME PREPERATION & ASSEMBLY

On a hidden tiebar push the steel bracket into the side 

of the central rafters. 

Engage the rafter bracket into the slot provided on the 

ridge. 

Loosen the pre-fixed top screw to allow the top 

bracket to move freely. 

Screw down the top screw to secure the rafter bracket. 

Place the rafter bracket into the slot on the ridge 

opposite. 

Locate into position with the top 

tighten the screw. 



RAFTER ASSEMBLY 

Slide the bell rafter over the pre-fixed ridge bracket. 

Fix the gusset cover over the hidden tie bar. Secure 

with screw. 

Where there is no hidden tie bar position the bracket 

into the slot on the ridge and fix rafter with screw. 

I 

Tighten pre-fixed screw to secure the bell rafter. 

screw caps. 

Loosen off the top hip bracket screw and position into 

the slot provided. 



RAFTER ASSEMBLY 

I 

Fix the next hip and secure screw at top. 

Rotate the ringbeam flaps keeping them tight against 

the hip rafter cut. 

Before fixing the central and jack rafters at the 

bottom, temporary fit foam boards against flap to 

correctly space rafter positions. 

top screw. 

Rotate the ringbeam flaps keeping them tight against 

the hip rafter cut. 

Once the rafters are in position pull the ringbeam flap 

up tight to the rafter and fix centrally with a screw. 



TRIMMING INSIDE 

Once rafters are fixed, remove the foam boards and 

locate the glazing shelf. 

Silicone the foam board securely into place. 

Roof is fixed through ringbeam 
into thekerbupstand. --------++---<I 

Bedded in silicone sealant --------:;:::::;:::::;::::::tJ-7 

Where there is no bell rafter, glue internal ridge end 

caps onto each end of the ridge. 

FIGURE 1: TYPICAL KERB FIXING DETAIL 

lr----Kerb upstand with weatherproofing. 

Weatherproof membrane on flat roof. 

Flat roof by othe1"5. 



GLAZING 

Run a bead of sealant along the top leg of the glazing 

end closer. Always use the correct sealant. (MS 

Polymer on low maintenance glass). 

Remove cover tape from double sided tape on the 

glazing shelf. 

Fit all units of glass keeping glazing end closer 

between rafters. 

Slide glazing end closer over the bottom of the 

glazing. 

Lift glass into place behind the rafter end stops and 

press down glazing. 



PRESSURE PLATE & COVER CAP 

Locate the hip pressure plate centrally over the hip 

rafter and fix down with screws. Always tighten down 

the pressure plate screw through the bottom hole 

(approx 75mm from the end) to compress the glass 

against the ringbeam sealing tape 

Centralise the ridge pressure plate between the rafter 

pressure plates. 

After ridge cap is installed locate the cover caps over 

pressure plates and fix securely with a rubber hammer. 

Position the central pressure plate over rafters. Screw 

the pressure plates through the pre-drilled holes 

provided. 

Fix the ridge pressure plate centrally to the main ridge 

body with screws. 

FITTING RIDGE CAP 

LJl 

g 

Ridge 

r KoooK "dge oo,e,�p ,rno '°0' p,�,re plate 
using a rubber hammer. 

Note/ Fit the ridge cover cap end caps BEFORE fitting the ridge 
cover cap to the ridge pressure plate.




